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A Global Education & Research Institute

ABOUT OUR
SCHOOL

The School of Pan African Thought brings together
world leading intellectuals and scholars that
empower a new generation of leaders to address
the challenge of African development.
We focus on developing the intellectual and human
capital to build a better world for Africa and Africans.

OUR
MISSION

Our mission is to produce the leaders and ideas that
drive the evolution and transformation of our
continent into one that is more equitable and prosperous.We do that through delivering Pan African
education programmes and compelling research
proposals that interrogate some of the society’s most
complex issues.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Our school targets career
accelerators and academic wanderers to offer first
class executive, developmental and master programmes, delivered by the
leading experts in the life,
social and political sciences. Our 10-year strategy
sets out the plan to fund
its teaching infrastructure,
including investment in a
purpose built estate, with
lecture halls, classrooms, library and research facilities;
and investment in a state of
the art media studio, student services and e-platform; and the expansion
of our global teaching and
research teams.
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The project roll out is in
three phases, the initial
development phase which
focuses on IP, digital technologies and membership.
This phase is to exploit the
recent disruption to the traditional university delivery
model and the exponential growth of eLearning.
Last year almost 1.7 billion
learners across the world
were unable to attend their
institutes, and the demand
for online tuition is forecast to further increase in
the post-COVID-19 era. In
the second phase we focus on growth and estate
planning; preparing to
transition offline and build

the physical school. Capital and operating costs will
be met via a mix of course
fees and endowment, with
teaching grants, equity and
philanthropy to bridge the
funding gap. In the third
phase the school will focus
on scaling into international
territories through alliances
and acquisition. We will use
partnerships to grow our
presence in international
markets and grow our international student body. This
will also present opportunities for postgraduate
training and exchange for
research students.
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OUR SERVICES
•

Executive + Professional Programmes		

•

Graduate Development Programmes

•

Master Programmes			

•

Research Commissions

•

White Papers and Policy Reports
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OUR PRINCIPLES
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Oneness - upholding the principles of justice, freedom and fairness for all people
as part of the human family
Continental Unity – upholding the unshakable truth that African people
everywhere have a shared history and heritage that stems from the African
continent.
Equality and Justice – Standing up for the right to opportunities based on merit
and fair recourse when those rights are not upheld
Civic Engagement – Fostering authentic relationships with policy makers and the
public for the benefit of society
Integrity & Professionalism – Working to maintain trust that we will do what we
say to a high standard
Diversity of Thought - Enriching our proposals with input from a variety of
experts and community perspectives
Critical Thinking & Intellectualism – Valuing the exploration and diversity of 		
views and intellectual ideas, upheld by empirical analysis.

OUR VALUES
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Freedom
Professionalism
Equality
Integrity
Justice
Critical Thinking
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THE CHALLENGE
Our first challenge is to improve the school’s financial base and liquidity. In the
short term, we must stabilise the cost base and meet our fixed expenses. This
means salaries for our founding team, our minimum outputs and the right technological investments.
Our second challenge is to make the necessary investment into the learning environment using the technologies and tools that students demand. The advent of
digital has given learning providers opportunities to integrate the front and back
office more efficiently. We can make teaching, administration and student support
more streamlined and effective. Our biggest and third challenge will be gaining
market share from the big providers - competing with established institutions with
huge portfolios and budgets. We will compete by differentiating our learning, by
leaning heavily on being an institution that’s African centered.
Here, our teaching collaborations are essential. We’ll need cooperation with established educators and other HE institutions to develop great curriculums and post
graduate opportunities. We will quickly need to gain recognition for our qualifications, develop strong transnational connections, and open up employment opportunities for students to apply their knowledge to real world scenarios. What gives
us confidence is that The Centre is stepping into a marketplace of over 400 million
diasporans, 2 million in the UK. Add to that we represent the second largest (1.3
billion), the youngest and the fastest growing continent on earth. If we can secure
education accreditation as a mark of quality assurance, we will drastically improve
the margins on our products to reinvest into the business.
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STRATEGIC AIMS
2022 – 2032
We have set the following overarching objectives in the three crucial areas of our
work. We see these areas as the pillars of the organisation.

Our first pillar:
Research +
Policy
Develop the School
as an important
voice on the
economic, social
and political reforms
needed to bring
about more
equitable societies
for African
populations across
the world.

Our second
pillar:
Knowledge +
Skills
Develop the School
as an internationally
recognised school
of learning, offering
executive, graduate and master
programmes that
are centered in an
African worldview.

Our third pillar:
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Engagement +
Stakeholder Relations
International engagement based on
partnership.
Grow the School’s
reputation as one of
the world’s primary
thought leaders on
Africa and African
affairs, and whose
reform ideas impact
on a national and
international
scale.
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STRATEGIC
PLAN
Over the life of this plan,
we aim to have stabilised our resource base,
house our education
programmes and built
a suite of solid research
proposals. Here are the
activities that will drive
this:
1. We will be a strong
independent voice with
leaders and policymakers
who want to make Pan
Africanism and anti-racism a priority for senior
decision makers.
2. We will build our network of leading Pan African academics, teachers
and research fellows.
3. We will contribute to
building with community organisations so that
people have greater trust
and confidence that the
school is supporting the
best interests of Africans.

4. We will design world
class education and development programmes
that appeal to young
African leaders and
researchers.

9. We will build acquisition funnels and digital
touchpoints to convert
more followers and supporters into contributing
members.

5. We will build as much
equitable value into our
education and development programmes as
possible.

10. We will provide
opportunities for our
course graduates to
become alumni’s and
undertake research
projects.

6. We will evaluate,
measure and monitor our
organisation by stakeholder experience and
the quality of our relationships, not just in the
numbers.

11. We will hold an
annual conference to
showcase our output,
graduates and progress
on the mission of the
organisation.

7. We will move as much
of our learning as possible into the appropriate
digital and technological
environment.

8. We will develop multiple sources of income
streams to ensure the
organisation is stable,
scalable and not subject
to overreliance or risk of
a single funding source.
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CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
Reflection on our competencies and strengths, looking at the competitive environment,
we’ve outlined a number of critical success factors for us to fulfill our mission.

•

Strong and agile leadership – having a board and senior management team
that build strong processes and embrace technology

•

Delivering our brand promise - building trust through credible findings and
proposals that are recognised as world leading, rigorous and quality assured

•

Leveraging partnerships – being well connected to a community of
academics, and industry leaders with whom we can share knowledge,
networks and resources.

•

Growing our international presence - working with transnational partners and
peers to further develop our global presence and impact

•

Stable funding and resource base – maintaining robust and realistic resource
plans despite the backdrop of an uncertain economic climate

•

Anchoring our education space - centering our education and development
programmes in a fit for purpose estate.
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OUR FUNDING STRATEGY

ADMINISTRATION
Our organisation starts with a relatively small team, a chief executive, operations and research team (editor,researcher and analysts) who are supported events coordinator and
marketing team. We further support the team with administrators and interns, and shortterm contractors when increased capacity is required.

REACHING OUT
We use SMM and EDM as strategies to “pull” subscribers and students into our sales
funnel. To build our network of allies and partners we take a more “long-term” relationship approach.
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MARKETING STRATEGIES
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•

Networking Events		

•

•

University Outreach			

newsletter, BLOG)

•

SMM				•

PR

•

Events & Conferences

Email marketing (including email updates,

A Global Education & Research Institute
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DONORS &
MEMBERSHIP
Donors and members are an integral part
of our network. We want our members to
benefit from and contribute to the work
we do. We expect members to assist with
developing our research through polls,
surveys and focus groups. As well as
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having priority access to our programmes
and courses. We are committed to building the support of individual and corporate members as they in turn champion
our mission to build future leadership of
the continent.
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CONCLUSION
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